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Reviewed with the team the goals from the last CHA and the task force has been
meeting regularly completing the diverse task of compiling multiple collaborative
agencies and completing the prenatal grid to meet the need of early first trimester
prenatal care.
This grid has been disseminated widely in the community addressing this issue.
We then discussed the second goal with the intent to look at the comprehensive
sex ed program that are currently in place and identifying gaps in service and
increasing the curriculum as well as starting the curriculum sooner in the school
system.
We completed introductions and let the team know of the next upcoming meeting
on Monday February the 8th.
Latino population- fastest growing population regarding teen pregnancy
LARC – Discussion around long acting birth control practices, PP has a teen clinic,
increasing the social media information
Fatherhood- Absenteeism of father and the impact of generational issues- breaking
the cycle as well as involving curriculum around this topic
Preventative Programming- Needs to increase , not enough programs in place
Educational component for parents- How to have conversations that address issues
to empower parents to speak about this with their kids and to receive the
education necessary to better educate themselves and their kids.
Identifying types of curriculum- Increasing social media, not just week long classes,
ongoing
Marketing piece- How do we get the message out there?
Reviewed National Campaign on Teen pregnancy use what is already out there.
Barriers due to the state mandates being different in every school and every school
providing their own curriculum.
We looked at the state identified issues- had a discussing around those issues.
Next meeting set for Monday January the 8th at 130 at the WIC office.
Please encourage all team members to attend and participate in continuing the
efforts of this task force.
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Action Items
Reviewed all previous goals and
actions steps that are left to
complete via the new data

Prioritized these issues as possible
areas to start working on identifying
three areas this task force wants to
head in.

Responsible Party/
Timeline
All task force members

All task force members
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